Evidence for zolpidem-induced hyperphagia, but not anxiolysis, in a successive negative contrast paradigm.
Zolpidem is an imidazopyridine which binds to certain benzodiazepine receptor types with varying degrees of affinity. The effect of zolpidem on successive negative contrast was investigated in three experiments. In each experiment, a contrast group was given brief access to 32% sucrose for 10 days, then shifted to 4% sucrose for 2 days; a procedure that elicits anxiety primarily on the second postshift day. One control group was given only 4% sucrose. Experiments 2 and 3 included a 2% sucrose group as an intake rate-dependent control. In Experiment 1, zolpidem (4.0 and 0.5 mg/kg) dose-dependently reduced contrast on the two postshift days. Contrast occurred during the first postshift consummatory burst. Zolpidem prolonged the first postshift burst equally in both shifted and unshifted groups, suggesting a general facilitation of intake masked by a ceiling effect in controls. In Experiment 2, zolpidem's (4.0 mg/kg) anti-contrast action was equivalent to its hyperphagic effect in the 2% control group. Zolpidem prolonged the first postshift burst equally in all three groups, again consistent with general intake facilitation. In Experiment 3, 8.0 mg/kg zolpidem produced an anti-contrast effect not present in 2% controls on both postshift days. This does not appear attributable to anxiolysis, however, as the effect was equivalent during stressful and non-stressful phases of the postshift period, and zolpidem extended the duration of the first postshift burst equally in all three sucrose groups. Thus, unlike benzodiazepines, zolpidem is not anxiolytic in this paradigm.